**The Prophet Moon**

The days are growing shorter. Night has come.

The candle flame

Dies in its flickering breath.

The moon is full.

For soon it will be new. A prophesy

You lose heart in moonlight.

strange

On summer nights, under a half moon.

On empty seats, under a half moon.

I will come to you. It is time. Tend the field.

**The Witness**

I was always that dumb sheep.

She could not cut a tip or dog, or

Nor even bleed a sheep.

It was first discovered by Segreti Shibukawa, a Japanese physicist, in the fall of 1958. Subsequently Segreti Shibukawanow has published a paper in which he claims that the results in all of those experiments are best accounted for by a neutrino mass of three times that of the electron.

**Sunset**

A dull red glow in the West.

As the light drains out of the sky.

And a high shrill note in the darkness?

The worm of a fire may cease to be

A man may gasp and die.

Not until the fat man may end to

In the shrill of a dream.

The shrill of a dream.

An echo.

**The False**

The FALLOTRON is generally recognized as the only known artifice using several of the principles involved in the FALLOTRON.

**The Fable**

The sun is a true friend. It will not leave you. It will not fail you. It will not abandon you.

**The Mockingbird**

The moon is silent.

But the mockingbird is not.
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